
Providing unprecedented protection for your most sensitive assets 
in a remote work reality

Your work is valuable, it deserves KAZUAR protection

Peace of mind: Enjoy business
continuity even under compromise

Always available:  Securely access your
most sensitive information wherever you
are – traveling, at home and even using
compromised Wi-Fi

Security:  Thwarts the most
sophisticated state-grade attacks which 
are not covered by any combination of 
existing products

Convenience:  Smooth user 
experience, flexible and swiftly
scalable

Freedom to work:  Focus on your
business without worrying about 
cybersecurity

End to end: Holistic hardware and
software solution - endpoints and
server-side

The need to abruptly move employees out of their secure offices due to COVID-19 has exposed your 
organization to highly sophisticated and targeted attacks, endangering your prized IP and core assets. These 
attacks cannot be thwarted even by an optimal combination of the best cybersecurity products in the market. 
KAZUAR has developed a paradigm-shifting solution - the KAZUAR BLACK - that enables your organization to 
work securely and conveniently from anywhere at any time. Our solution allows you to maintain seamless 
productivity, while providing unprecedented intelligence-grade security, even in a compromised environment 
and against the most sophisticated attackers.



KAZUAR BLACK
KAZUAR BLACK offers an end-to-end hardware and software cybersecurity solution for organizations that 

cannot afford to be breached. KAZUAR BLACK combines a secure endpoint running multiple environments 
communicating with the KAZUAR Fortress backend infrastructure.
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The open “BLUE” environment allows
complete access to the open world,
with the ability to perform any day- 
to-day activities and freely surf the web.

The highly secure “BLACK”
environment is protected by
cryptographic isolation. This is your 
sensitive organizational environment.

BLACK modeBLUE mode



Running multiple enviroments

Sleek design

Tamper resistance: physical anti-tamper mechanisms with
self-destruct fail-safes

KAZUAR LAPTOP

Proprietary laptop designed to provide an unprecedented 
level of security both on the physical and the software level, 
while providing a smooth user experience.

KAZUAR FORTRESS

Backend infrastructure, enabling secure connections to your 
organizational environment

How does it work?

Your organization uses KAZUAR laptops and fortress to work securely from anywhere. By selecting the Blue 
environment, you can surf the web and conduct non-sensitive business or personal activities. With the click of a 

button, you switch to the BLACK environment, securely connecting to your organizational environment. 

This solution has been developed in cooperation with Intel



SECURITY BY DESIGN

KAZUAR BLACK redesigned hardware and software from the ground up to be impervious to the most sophisticated, 
state level attacks. You can enjoy a superior level of security that no combination of existing products can offer.

Uniquely protected by KAZUAR:

Privilege Escalation: Attempts to
obtain levels of access higher than a
system administrator in order to
perform kernel operations

Hardware attacks: Physical
tampering of different parts of the
end point to obtain sensitive
information

Side channel attacks: Form of reverse
engineering that takes advantage of
information leakage from the
electronic circuitry

Rootkit: Maliciously modified
administrative tools to grant "Root"
access, activated each time the
system boots up

Keyloggers: Recording of keyboard
strokes to collect password and
confidential information

HDD theft: HDD theft and information 
leakage due to physical access and
tampering

Screen Grabbers: Collection of screen
output

Hypervisor Compromise: Exploitation
of Hypervisor vulnerabilities to gain
access and break into the hypervisor
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Click to watch video presentation

ABOUT KAZUAR

Our team is composed of prominent figures in the Intelligence world, including the former CTO and Deputy 
Director of the Mossad, the former CTO of the ISA (the Israeli Security Agency), the former Deputy Director of 
Unit 8200 (Israel's NSA), the former Director of the CIA and Prof. Adi Shamir, winner of the Turing award.  We 
foresaw the radical shift in cybersecurity threats in the business sector: Companies whose biggest concern was 
attacks by hackers would find themselves facing attacks by state-actors as well as global leading criminal 
organizations that acquired state-grade capabilities. We knew that the currently available technologies were 
simply not designed to thwart state-grade offensive capabilities, leaving even the most secure companies 
completely exposed. A new paradigm of cybersecurity was called for. This led us to establish KAZUAR and 
develop the KAZUAR BLACK. 
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